
SOAK YOUR SENSES

Taste

Touch

Sound

Sight

Smell
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Your 5-senses take in information that directs your Central Nervous System (CNS). Your CNS directs 50 trillion cells in your body compelling them to act
accordingly. Forcing progress, clarity and inspiration inside a sensory-environment full of ringing alarm bells (anxiety, toxicity, ignored feedback) is futile.
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Essential Oils

Pure Candles

Incense

Nature 

Burning Wood

Any smell that soothes your CNS really

Try things like: 

Add quality nutrients
Hydrate
Laugh
Reduce Toxins 
Breath work 
Exercise
Visualise
Gratitude List
Movement
Stretching

Your body is giving you feedback -
numbing, sedating and drugging this
feedback is just kicking this can down the
road, or turns this can into a dragon until
you cop the eff on and act on the feedback.  
So! What you don't let in is as important as what you do let in.

Research Cymatics and CymaScope
432 Hz music Eg. Emiliano Toso

Nature Sounds: Waves, Water, Forest
Quiet can come after practice
Instrumental
Anything that soothes and calms your CNS will likely work

Consider things like: 

Try things like:

Your environment carries the greatest
influence over you. (Einstein) Space,
People, Conversation; choose wisely.

The 5 people you spend the most time with
is who you are becoming and where you
are going in life.

What is the opposite of Calm? 
Chaos? Anxiety? Whatever creates the
opposite of Calm in you, needs to fall away
- if only for a while. TV, News, Certain
Friends, Family, etc.

Mandala, Candle, Flame, Nature, 
Abstract Video, Image, Design
I have several shapes, animals and objects in my
space that I have attached specific meaning to: Owls
for example have a very powerful meaning for me.
When I see the owl I am reminded of that meaning. So
I have many owls in my environment.
Any visual prompt that soothes, calms, energises your
CNS will work. 

Try things like: 

Meditation Beads or any beads will do

An Object that is meaningful to you

A Pet 

Lucky Charm

I used beads to train my self. Now I don't. Now I rest my

thumbs on my index finger, and rest my hands on the top of

my thighs

Immerse your body in the ocean/cold water, sauna, steam

Try things like: 

Herbal teas affect your CNS in different ways

So do essential oil sprays

Fruit, water, chocolate

I use Ginger, Fennel, Cinnamon, Turmeric and Dark Chocolate

Try things like: 

Your 5 senses matter a lot! Soaking them

in stuff that facilitates Alpha/Theta

(Flow States) matters a lot, too. 

What your 5 senses consume is deciding

which state you are operating in: 

Anxiety, Stress, Fear, 

or Inspired, Creative, Flow! 

If you are not deliberately feeding your

5 senses with material that shifts you

from High Alert & Stressed states to

Flow states, then no wonder this feels

heavy and impossible for you.  
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https://www.cymascope.com/
https://www.emilianotoso.com/

